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The Politics is one of the most influential texts in the history of political thought, and it raises issues

which still confront anyone who wants to think seriously about the ways in which human societies

are organized and governed. By examining the way societies are run--from households to city

states--Aristotle establishes how successful constitutions can best be initiated and upheld. For this

edition, Sir Ernest Barker's fine translation, which has been widely used for nearly half a century,

has been extensively revised to meet the needs of the modern reader. The accessible introduction

and clear notes examine the historical and philosophical background of the work and discuss its

significance for modern political thought.About the Series: For over 100 years Oxford World's

Classics has made available the broadest spectrum of literature from around the globe. Each

affordable volume reflects Oxford's commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text

plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities,

voluminous notes to clarify the text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.
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"Stalley...has...subjected the actual translation to `some fairly drastic revision'...the result is much

greater clarity when it comes to both the Greek text and to exegesis of that text. The end-product is

a most distinguished contribution to a collection whose prices seem to defy an economic return but

I'm not complaining." --Greece and Rome Reviews 23/01/1996"Barker's translation has been given



new life." --Polis 24/05/1996

Text: English (translation) Original Language: Greek --This text refers to an alternate Paperback

edition.

IT SHOWED ME THE WORLD HAS NOT CHANGED MUCH IN THE LAST 2300 YEARS.

Aristotle's The Politics is without a doubt one of the most celebrated works of political science from

antiquity. He begins with a description of a state, advances through the numerous types of

constitutions, describes the ideal citizen, and defines good government-not to mention numerous

other fascinating political insights into the running of a state.Aristotle's outline for government and

state has been influential to political scientists for over 2,400 years. His discussion on the cons of

complete unity, as well as his chapter on "the natural and unnatural methods of acquiring goods,"

certainly must have influenced Karl Marx, and his discussions on the "good of all" certainly led to

Mills and Bentham's utilitarianism.The Penguin Classics edition gives the reader an authoritative,

inexpensive copy that is ideal for scholars as well as students. The footnotes are helpful, but not

excessive. An excellent purchase all around.

Historically interesting. Useful contrast with Plato's Republic.

classic text

Great translation and great introductory essay.

The translation is friendly, as this is a tough book to tackle, so the translation is very important. They

did good job!

Classic Aristotle.

great, must read by Aristotle!
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